Is postcode targeting limited to numeric zipcode ranges? Does it also support alphanumeric postcode prefixes?

This question has been answered live

When querying schedule metadata is there any guidance on quantising the start and end times in requests to improve the cacheability of results in CDNs?

This question has been answered live

Is it expected to have broadcast services scanned by regular DVB-S, not using DVB-I service discovery, merged and work together with DVB-I IP services? Or any DVB-S services may only appear on hybrid TV set using DVB-I service discovery? Another words DVB-S and DVB-I modes work separately.

Jon Piesing 02:47 PM

I think Nicholas already answered this one. Broadcast channel scan is unchanged. The DVB-I service list contains information to cross-reference the broadcast instance of a service with a DASH instance of the same service. Separate channel lists for satellite and DVB-I would block a number of DVB-I use-cases.

Could a TV set use only DVB-I information? (it would not physically scan then)

This question has been answered live

Jon Piesing 02:47 PM

No. The DVB-I service list doesn't contain all the information needed to avoid doing a channel scan or equivalent.

How can we signal eventstreams which are sometimes planned 30 minutes before broadcast. Is the availability-window the right tool for this?

This question has been answered live
Is this switching from dvb-s to dvb-dash foreseen to be smoothly, or it will through a "black screen" like when we switch between channels?

This question has been answered live

Unless there is a platform available to a client the ability to acquire a service list from each service provide would be complicated for a client wouldn’t it?

This question has been answered live

Jon Piesing 02:58 PM

I would not expect clients to support merging service lists from multiple service providers.

Bertrand WENDLING 02:58 PM

We need DVB to setup a Central Service Repository and operate it otherwise you are right, its unpractical.

Bertrand WENDLING 03:01 PM

Clients will have to merge different service lists as users are watching services from different countries and providers.

How is the market adaptation going? Who will control the service lists and when will TVs support become available it time wise?

This question has been answered live